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Abst rac t - -Po lygona l  forms specified by four points in a plane and their embedding in form 
spaces F (full eight-dimensional and reduced six-dimensional spaces) are analysed on the lines of Part I 
of this paper [1]. Isosymmetric manifolds (geometric loci of forms with equal symmetry) in these form 
spaces are determined. The symmetry of the four-dimensional subspace iFx = (xl, x2, x3, x4) of iF 
is found to be the 48-element group 24/05 of four-dimensional crystallography. Its relationship to 
the symmetry Oh of the three-dimensional subspace F* which is orthogonal to the translation Tx is 
clarified. From the general symmetry operations of form spaces iF for N points in E n, it is deduced 
that iF must display an n-axial symmetry (for three points in E 2, a biaxial symmetry had already 
been found). Furthermore, the topologies of the isosymmetric manifolds in section planes and in 
three-dimensional subspaces of the form spaces are discussed. By considering the hierarchy of basis 
forms and possible transitions between them, conclusions about he manifold topology in E 4 can be 
drawn. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Forms, their interrelations, and transit ions between them can be best described in appropriately 
constructed form spaces. In Part  I of this paper [1], polygonal forms specified by N points in a 
plane have been investigated. For the corresponding form space F, the Cartesian coordinates of 
the N points have been taken as coordinate axes. Then every point of F corresponds to a certain 
form. Since a coincidence of points is explicitly allowed, there are also "degenerate" forms (with 
two or more points coinciding) contained in this space. A special role is played by the coincident- 
po ints  configuration ("Cp," all N points coincident) which constitutes the natural  origin of a form 
space since for every form there is exactly one deformation leading to this very eonfigm'ation. 
Cp has the highest symmetry of all forms in F, namely O(n) which in E 2 corresponds to D~ (see 
footnote 1). 
The 2N-dimensional  form space F for N points in a plane can be modified to give a (2N - 2)- 
dimensional reduced form space F* (see [1]) by separating the translat ions Tz and Ty of the forms 
1The two types of two-dimensional point groups are C* (a rotation group having only an n-fold rotation point Cn) 
and II) n (a dihedral group consisting of an n-fold rotation point and n mirror lines or). Group ID~ may be 
synonymically termed 0(2) since it corresponds to the orthogonal group of Euclidean two-space E 2 (see [2]). 
Symmetry elements and symmetry operations inE 3 will be typed in standard or Greek letters (E, Cn, or); for their 
operators or transformation matrices, I will use a caret (Cn, etc.). Symmetry operations in E 4 are written in 
boldface. 
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(constraining the barycentres of the forms to lie in the origin of the x, y plane). To each form 
space belongs a symmetry space (S, S*) which is given by inscribing the isosymmetric manifolds 
(geometric loci of forms with equal symmetry) into F and F*, respectively. Then the symmetries 
of these spaces may be determined. The symmetry of F* for three points in a plane has already 
been investigated in Part I of this paper. 
In the present paper, the ideas developed in Part I will be applied to four points in a plane. 
Then the topology of isosymmetric manifolds in the form spaces used will be discussed for section 
planes and three-dimensional subspaces of the reduced form space using the results of both Parts I 
and II. In the conclusion, the general results of both parts will be discussed in a summarising 
manner. 
2. FOUR POINTS IN  A PLANE 
2.1. Bas is  Forms 
The coordinate vector for four points in a plane is given by r = (x l ,y l ,x2,Y2,X3,  y3,x4, Y4) 
so that the form space F constructed from the Cartesian coordinates of the points is eight- 
dimensional. The representation 2 induced by these coordinates under D~ symmetry (cf. [1]) can 
be reduced to F = 4 • E1 analogous to the case of three points in a plane so that here, likewise, 
no discrimination of coordinates (normal deformations) by their symmetry properties i possible. 
Therefore, orthonormal basis coordinate sets for F and the reduced form space F* are used in 
the exploration of these spaces. Since each of these coordinate axes represents the geometric 
locus 9 u+ of a certain form [1], the basis forms built from four points will be looked at first. 
For four points in a plane, there exist many more basis forms than for three points. Therefore, 
only a part of them is listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Survey of some basis forms for four points in a plane (G: symmetry group of 
the form ~'* (r): parameterised xpression for a representative form including shape 
and size variation but not rotation, cf. [1], fs: degrees of freedom, i.e., number of 
independent shape parameters, cf. [1]). 
Symbol Structure 3 
cp • 
Eg * e . e - o  
ff.a ® - -o - -o  
~8 00- -00  
Eo . -®-*  
£d  ® - - ® 
E.c * - -  - -  • 
Q9 
7:'a 
Ts  
T£h 3--2--1 
4 
2 
:De 3 -  ~ .1 
2 1 
T£e 
3 4 
2 1 
sq -g . ~ 
2 
a . .~ . l  
G 
D~ coincident points 
D~ general linear 
D~ asymmetric linear 
D~ symmetric linear 
D~ symmetric + origin 
D~ dumbbell 
D~ linear, 3 coinciding 
C~ general quadrangle 
C~ parallelogram 
D~ symm. trapezoid 
D~ rhombus 
D~ deltoid 
D~ rectangle 
D~ square 
Form Y* (r) f 8 
(0,0,0,o,o,0,0,o) 0 
(p, 0, q, 0, r, 0, -p  - q - r, 0) 2 
(p, 0, 2q - p, 0, -q,  0, -q,  0) 1 
(p ,O ,q ,O , -q ,O , -p ,O)  1 
(p,O,-p,O, o,o,o, o) o 
(p, o, p, o, -v, o, -v, o) o 
(3p, o, -p, o, -p, o, -p, o) o 
(p ,O ,q , r , s , t , -p -q -s , - r - t )  4 
(p, r, -q ,  r, -p ,  - r ,  q, - r )  2 
(p, r, -p ,  r, -q ,  - r ,  q, --r) 2 
(p,p, -q,  q, -p ,  -v ,  q, -q)  1 
(p, O, -q ,  r, - s ,  O, -q ,  - r )  3 
(p, q, -p ,  q, -p ,  -q ,p ,  -q )  1 
(p, p, -p ,  p, -p ,  -p ,  p, -p )  0 
(v, 0, 0, p, -p, 0, 0, -p) 
2The representation theory of groups, the reduction of reducible representations, and characters (traces) of the 
transformation matrices are described in [3, Chapters 5.6ff; 4, Chapter 4; 5, Chapters 2.2ff; 6, Chapters 1.6ff], 
and its application to forms and their deformations in [7]. A totally symmetric representation is an irreducible 
representation whose characters are all equal to 1. 
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In addi t ion to the forms l isted in Table 1, there also exist basis forms corresponding to the 
ones shown in [1, Table 3] with the fourth point in the origin (they will be denoted by the same 
symbols);  furthermore one has Tc, a tr iangle with two coincident points. As has been explained 
in [1], forms will be termed p-parameter forms if they  possess p degrees of freedom in their  shape 
variat ion. The range of values for p is l imited by the number N of points: it maximal ly  amounts  
to 2N - 4 (see [1]). This  means that  for four points in a plane, there can exist at most four- 
parameter  forms. Table 1 shows that  there is only one form of this type: the general quadrangle.  
All  other  (more special) forms have less shape parameters.  
As has been stated in [1], permutat ions of the N (vertex) points are symmetry  operat ions 
for all forms under study. For N = 4, there are 24 permutat ions.  Depending on the type of 
form, different permutat ions  may give an identical form (in the case of degenerate forms) or a 
rotat ional ly  equivalent one. For some basis forms, the permutat iona l  var iants have been l isted in 
Table 2 (the symbols given there are also used in the discussion of the isosymmetr ic  manifolds).  
Table 2. Permutational variants of some basis forms for four points in the plane. 
Symbol Structure 4 Permutation Symbol Structure Symbol Structure 
2 
Sql 3 . - -1  (1234) 
4 
2 
Sq2 4 . -  .1 (1243) 
3 
3 
Sq3 2 - -  .1 (1324) 
4 
8q4 4. K .1 (1342) 
2 
4 
8q5 2 . - -1  (1423) 
3 
Sq6 3. ! -1  (1432) 
2 
Edl 43 - 21 
/:d2 42 - 31 
£d3 32 - 41 
Z:cl 432-  1 
/~c2 431 - 2 
Ec3 421 - 3 
£c4 321 - 4 
Lol 4 -- 32 -- 1 
Z:o2 3 -- 42 -- 1 
Lo3 2 -- 43 - 1 
Eo4 4 -- 31 -- 2 
/:05 3 - 41 -- 2 
Eo6 4-- 21 -- 3 
There are six different squares. They correspond to the permutat ions  of four objects  when 
leaving the first object  fixed (Table 2). All  other permutat ions  result in rotated variants of these 
six squares. For rectangles, only 12 of the 24 permutat ions  are rotat ional ly  equivalent, so there 
are 12 different ypes of them (not shown). 
2.2. Coord inate  Sets  for  the  Form Spaces  
Just  as for three points in a plane, it is desirable to have equivalent basis forms on the coordinate 
axes of the form space to get a descr ipt ion which is as homogeneous and symmetr ica l  as possible 
(even though this is not a conditio sine qua non). For symmetry  considerat ions it is, however, 
absolute ly  necessary to use orthonormal  coordinate sets (cf. Section 2.4). 
If  l inear basis forms are to be used as coordinates,  the subspaces ]Fx - (x l ,  x2, x3, x4) and Fy - 
(Yl, Y2,Y3,Y4) can be orthogonal ised separate ly  by seeking in each space three forms which are 
orthogonal  to the translat ions Tx and Ty, respectively. A check of the orthogonal i ty  of the 
t :d basis forms (on the x-axes, we have Ed l ,  ~d2, t:d3 and their  var iants £d l - ,  Ed2-, £.d3- 
which are rotated through 180 °) by determining an orthogonal i ty  matr ix  (cf. [1]) gives 
3For schemes of forms in the text, the following symbols will be used: e: a single point, ®: two coincident points, 
*: three coincident points, ~: four coincident points, • : a short distance, - :  a longer distance. 
4To characterise forms by describing the individual point positions, the points P1,. •., PN are denoted by 1,. . . ,  N. 
Shorter and longer distances are symbolised by • and - ;  numbers without space signify coincident points. The 
symbol ~ - 1 means a rectangle (points 1 and 2 are located "above" 3 and 4). 
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Wx 
£d l  
£d2 
£d3 
£d l -  
£d2-  
£d3-  
Tx £d l  £d2 £d3 £d l -  £d2-  £d3-  
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
(1) 
(1: orthogonal, 0: nonorthogonal). Generally, the orthogonality matrix can be thought of as an 
adjacency matrix of a graph. Then, four-membered cyclic subgraphs correspond to quadruples 
of mutually orthogonal forms. In the matrix given above, there are eight cyclic subgraphs; i.e., 
there exist eight possibilities to choose four orthogonal coordinates: Besides T~, £dl ,  £d2, and 
r-d3 may be taken, but each £d form may also be substituted by its rotated variant Ed- .  
From the different possible orthogonal sets in matrix (1), the following has been chosen (com- 
pleted by analogously defined vectors in the y subspace): 
1 
nx = ~ (xl + x2 + x3 + x4) translation Tx, 
1 
ny = ~ (Yl + Y2 + Y3 + Y4) translation Ty, 
1 
n l  : ~ (Xl -~- x2  - -  X3  - -  x4) form £d l  (0°), 
1 
n2 = ~ (Yl + Y2 - Y3 - Y4) form £d l  (90°), 
1 (2) 
n3 ----- ~ (Xl -- x2 -[- x3 -- x4) form £d2 (0°), 
1 
n4 = ~ (Yl - Y2 + Y3 - Y4) form £d2 (90°), 
1 
n5 -- ~ (xl - x2 - x3 -[- x4)  form £d3 (0°), 
1 
n6 -- ~ (Yl - Y2 - Y3 + Y4) form £d3 (90°). 
(Rotated variants of forms have been denoted by their respective rotation angles.) These vectors 
(forms) constitute a complete orthonormal coordinate set. 
From the orthogonality matrix of the 12 simple and rotated £o forms (not shown), it follows 
that only two of these forms are orthogonal. Therefore, it is not possible to construct an orthog- 
onal coordinate set only from these forms. (However, combinations with other basis forms are 
possible.) 
In Figure l a, the different linear forms are displayed within the space F* = (n l, n3, n5), an 
orthogonal subspace of F. Since this space contains all x coordinates, all possible linear four- 
point forms whose barycentres are located in the origin of the x, y plane can be displayed within 
it (compare Section 2.3). Therefore, this space represents the size-augmented shape space F + of 
linear forms (cf. [1]): a size variation occurs along radii through the origin, but a rotation is not 
possible because of the restriction to x coordinates (an appropriate shape space for the linear 
forms would be the sphere 82 in F~). From Figure la, it becomes clear that the three £d forms 
are orthogonal, but every £o form is orthogonal only to one other £o form or its inverse. Finally, 
the £c forms are not at all mutually orthogonal. 
The orthogonality matrix of the six squares and their 18 rotated variants contains 14 orthogonal- 
ities in a row. Since the vectors of squares always contain x and y coordinates, F× and Fy cannot 
be orthogonalised separately. Therefore, eight-membered cyclic subgraphs of the orthogonality- 
matrix graph have to be sought. Out of the different possibilities, the following has been chosen 
for the construction of a second orthonormal coordinate set: 
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(a) Isosymmetric manifolds in the subspace F x = (nl, n3, (b) Isosymmetric manifolds in the subspace 
n5) of F which is orthogonal to the translation Tx = Ftx = (c?1,~72,~3)with the constraint x4 = 
nx. The forms corresponding to different directions are - (x l  +x2 +x3), see text. In (b), the differ- 
indicated, ent II)~ planes have been hatched for better 
visibility. 
Figure 1. 
1 
7t%x z ~ 
1 
77%y z ~ 
1 
?Ttl z ~ 
1 
1 
?Tt3 z ~ 
1 
m4~ 
1 
1 
(X 1 -~- X 2 Jr- X 3 -~- X4) t rans la t ion  Tx, 
(Yl + Y2 + Y3 + Y4) t rans la t ion  Tv, 
(Xl + Y2 - x3 - Y4) form Sq l  (0°) ,  
(Yl + x2 - Y3 - xa) form Sq6 (90°) ,  
(x] - Y2 + Y3 - x4)  form $q4 (0°) ,  
(Yl - x2 + x3 - Y4) form Sq2 (90°) ,  
(Xl - x2 - Y3 + Y4) form $q5 (0°) ,  
(Yl - Y2 - x3 ~- x4) form Sq3 (90°) .  
(3) 
A closer look at the squares reveals that  their  rotat ion  p lanes (conta in ing  all ro tated var iants  
of a par t i cu la r  square) are on ly  pairwise absolute ly  perpendicu lar ;  5 for $q l ,  the counterpar t  
is Sq6. By tak ing  (as an example)  two nonor thogona l  squares as tr ial  vectors in the Schmidt  
or thogona l i sat ion ,  one finds easi ly that  the ro tat ion  p lane of £d2  is abso lute ly  perpend icu la r  to 
those p lanes of Sq l  and Sq6. This  gives another  o r thonormal  set which is mixed from Sq and 
£d  forms: 
1 
Px = -~ " (xl  + x2 + x3 + x4) t rans la t ion  Tx, 
1 (4) 
Py = ~ • (Yx + Y2 + Y3 + Y4) t rans la t ion  Ty, 
5In four-dimensional space, two planes are termed absolutely perpendicular if every line in one plane is orthogonal 
to every line in the other. Both planes then intersect in only a single point. To every central plane there is exactly 
one absolutely perpendicular central plane [8]. 
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1 
p l  = 
1 
P2 = 
1 
P3 = 
1 
P4 ---- 
1 
p5 = 
1 
p~ = 
(Xl + y2 - x3 - Y4) form $ql  CO°), 
(y~ - z~ - y3 + x4)  fo rm Sql (90° ) ,  
(Xl -- Y2 -- X3 -4- Y4) form Sq6 (0°), 
(Yl -{- x2 -- Y3 -- x4) form Sq6 (90°), 
(4) cont. 
(Xl - x2 + x3 - x4) form £d2 (0°), 
(Yl - Y2 + Y3 - Y4) form L:d2 (90°). 
A further possibility to select an orthonormal coordinate set is to take the normal deformations 
of a square (cf. [7]) as coordinates of the form space (a possibility already utilised in [7]). Here, 
the normal coordinates for the square Sq1(45 °) have been taken as coordinates: s 
1 
qd = -~ (Xl  + Yl -4- X2 + Y2 -{- X3 -4- Y3 A- X4 + Y4) Txy,  
1 
qq=~ (x l -y l - t -x2 -y2+x3-y3+x4-y4)  Tx~, 
1 
ql -- ~ (X l  "~- Yl - x2  - I -  Y2 - -  X3  - -  Y3 -{- X4 - -  Y4) 8q1(45°), 
1 
q2=-~o (x l - -y l+x2+Y2- -x3+Y3- -x4- -Y4)  3q1(315°), 
vo  
1 (5)  
q3=~-~ (x l -y l -x2 -Y2-x3+Y3+x4+Y4)  8q6(315°), 
1 
q4=~ (x l+y l+x2-y2-x3-Y3-x4+Y4)  8q6(45°),  
1 
qs=~ (x l+y l -x2 -y2+x3+Y3-x4-y4)  £d2(45°),  
1 
q6 = -~ (x l  - Yl - x2 + Y2 -4- X3 -- Y3 -- X4 -4- Y4) £d2 (315°). 
These coordinates possess the same normalisation factors, but they correspond to different basis 
forms. Using these coordinates makes a comparison with the results of [7] an especially easy task. 
2.3. I sosymmetr ic  Mani fo lds  and  Symmetry  of  the  Form Space Fx 
Instead of the full, eight-dimensional form space F, only the space Fx = (zl, x2, z3, x4) (see 
footnote7), a four-dimensional orthogonal subspace of F, will be discussed here. Fx is the space of 
all linear forms built from four points. Since in the transition from F to Fx the y coordinates are 
omitted, there will be no rotation of these linear forms so that Fx contains all variants ~'* of the 
linear basis forms, additionally including their translation Tx. The (zi, zj, 0, 0) subspaces of Fx 
are identical with those of the form space for three points [I, Figure 6a], and the (zi, zj, zk, 0) sub- 
spaces are identical with the full x subspace for three points [I, Figure 6c]. 
6Note that 
(a) the deformations in [7] refer to 3q1(45 °) in contrast to Sql(0 °) in the present paper, and 
(b) that the deformations described by px • .. P6 in [7] have been applied to a square giving rise to translations, 
totally symmetric deformation (Pl), rotation (P2), and to deformations leading to forms of lower symme-  
try (P3 • • • Ps). Here these deformations are global and axe applied to Cp; therefore P3 and P4 also result in 
squares. 
VTo have less voluminous indices, the coordinates of four-dimensional spaces will be chosen to be w, x, y, z [I] with 
the  ass ignments  w --= x l ,  x ---- x2, y -- z3, and z -- x4 in the  present case. 
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Of  course,  the  ident i ty  and  the  to ta l  homothety  i (]-4) (see footnote  s) conver t ing  forms 5 r 
into  the i r  inverses ~- -  (cf. [1]) are symmetr ies  of Fx.  The  most  p rominent  symmetr ies  of  Fx 
are,  however ,  the  24 permutat ions  of  the  four po in ts  const i tu t ing  the  po lygona l  forms.  Thus  the  
24 permutat ion  matr i ces  of  four po in ts  cor respond to symmetry  t rans format ions  of  Fx.  These  
26 t rans format ions  augmented  by all operat ions  resu l t ing  f rom combinat ions  of  them will be 
symmetry  operat ions  of  Fx. Th is  gives a symmetry  group of o rder  48 wh ich  will be  prov is iona l ly  
te rmed G(48) .  The  operat ions  of  th is  g roup  are l isted together  w i th  the i r  in terpreta t ions  in 
Tab le  3. 
Table 3. Symmetry operations of the symmetry group G(48) of the form subspace ]Fx 
for four points in a plane: the permutations 9, their cycle structure 1° ("CS"), the 
individual cycles, 11 the invariant space, 12 and the interpretation f the operations 13. 
The operations Q are defined by Qi = 2.2. Pi. 
Symbol Permutation CS Cycles Invaxiant space Operation 
A Pol ---- (1234) 1111 - (wxyz)  : ]E4 E 
B P07 -=- (2134) 211 (12) (wwyz)  = w -b xyz  awx45 _= Mw-x  
C P15 ---- (3214) " (13) (wxwz)  = w q -yxz  a 45  -- Mw-y  
D P22 --- (4231) " (14) (wxyw)  = w + zxy  gwz45 __ M~-z  
E P03 ---- (1324) " (23) (wxxz)  = wx + yz  aax 5 = Mx-y  
f P06 ---- (1432) " (24) (WXyX) -~ WX -F zy (~xz45 : Mz -z  
G Po2 ----= (1243) " (34) (wxyy)  = wxy  -b z a45z = My-z  
H Pos --- (2143) 22 (12)(34) (wwyy)  = w q- xy  q- z _45 _45 = 2w-zy-z  t~wx .t) y z 
,, _45  _45  : 2w-yx-z  I P17 ---- (3412) (13)(24) (wxwx)  = w Jr yx  -b z vwy.~xz  
,, _45 _45 : 2w-zx -y  J P24 ---- (4321) (14)(23) (wxxw)  -~ w Jr zx  q- y ~wz.~xy  
+ K Po9 -- (2314) 31 (123) (wwwz)  = w q- x q- yz  3w_xw_y  
L P13 = (3124) " (132) " 3w . . . .  
. q- 
M P12 ---- (2431) (124) (wwyw)  = w q- x q- zy  3~,_xto_ z 
g P2o ---- (4132) " (142) " 3w . . . . .  
O P16 ---- (3241) (134) (wxww)  = w q- y -k zx  3w_yw_  z 
P P21 = (4213) " (143) " 3w_y~_  z 
Q Po4 -- (1342) (234) (wxxx)  -= wx q- y q- z 3x_yz_  z 
R Po5 -- (1423) " (243) " 3~-_yz_ z 
S PlS -- (3421) 4 (1324) (wwww)  = w + x + y + z M1.4+5 = ~1~-,35 
T P23 -- (4312) " (4231) " M1.435 = 21 + 1,35  
U P10 = (2341) " (1234) " M3"41+5 : ~'3,15 
V P19 = (4123) " (4321) " M3.415 = 4 + 3,15  
W Pll  ---- (2413) " (1243) " M5.41+3 = ~15,13 
X P14 = (3142) " (3421) " M5.4[3 = ~+ 5,13  
SThe notion "total homothety i" refers to the negative identity matrix whose order is equal to the dimension of 
the Euclidean space (here: i4). Note that the character of the respective symmetry operation depends on the 
dimension of En: it is a ref lect ion for n -~ 1, a ro tat ion  for n -- 2, an i nvers ion  for n -- 3, and a double ro ta t ion  
for n -- 4 (cf. [9]). 
9The permutations P given are the results of the operations/5, r with r = (1, 2, 3, 4) where/5 is the transformation 
matrix of the respective permutation. Minus signs (for operations ,4-X) axe put above the numbers as usual in 
crystallographic notation. The operations 2 E {-4,. • . , ) f} are the results of 2 -~ 2.2. Z with Z E (A, . . . ,  X}. 
1°The symbol for the cycle structure of a permutation gives the orders of the cycles [10, p. 23, Chapter 8; 11, 
p. 61] found in the permutation, e.g., "1111" ---- four cycles of order 1, or "211" -- three cycles of orders 2, 1, and 1. 
11Here, (12) denotes a cycle (--* 1 ~ 2 --~); cycles of order 1 have been omitted as usual in the description of 
permutations [10, p. 23, Chapter 8; 11, p. 61]. 
12The invariant space is complementary, i.e., absolutely perpendicular, to the variant space. It is given in crystal- 
lographic notation and in vectorial form. The vector is the solution of the equation (9 • r = r with r -- (w, x, y, z) 
and (9 being the respective operation. A vector (wwyy)  thus means (w = x, y = z), a vector (w~00) signi- 
ties (w = -x ,  y = z = 0). 
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Table 3. (continued) 
Symbol Permutat ion  Invariant space Operat ion 14 
A QOl = (ifig;l) (oooo) J-4 = 2.2 
~135 ,~ /3 Qor = (~i~71) (w~O0) = w - x -wz  .-~z = I~+xv~ 
~135 ¢~ Q15 = (32i 71) (wO~O) = w - y ~wv . . . .  = I~+vxz 
~135 ,) b Q22 = (Zl~i) (w00,D) = w - z ~wz "-xv = Iw+zzv  
o "135 2 /~ Qo3 : (~71)  (OxzOO) = x - -  y xv " wz : Iwx+uz  
~135 ,) 
~135 ,~ 0 Qo2 = (iff/1~) (OOyzO) = y - z -vz  '-w:~ = Iwxv+z 
--135 --135 B Qos = (~i;lg) (w~w2)  = w - zy  - z ~ .~ = 2~+~+~ 
--135 --135 f Q17 = (~71i~) (wx~2)  = w - yx  - z °wu "oxz = 2w+ux+z 
_135 _135 J Q24 -- (7i32i) (wxeff ) )  = w - zz  - y (~wz .uxy = 2w+zx+y 
k Qo9 = ( ]~ i~)  (oooo) 
L Q13 = (2i]z~) ,, 
~ /  Q12 = (~71~i) ,, 
/9  Q2o = (z~i~)  " 
() Qi6 = (327ii) " 
t5 Q21 ---- (712i3) 
/ t  Qo5 = ( i~)  " 
~_ 
Mz.6w_x~_v  . : 6w_xw_y .2W+X+y z 
Mz.~:  . . . .  ~ .  = 6~ + . . . .  ~ .2~+x+~ 
My.C) :  . . . . . .  : 6~ . . . . .  .2w+x+zy 
M -+ -- + 2 y .6w-zw-z .  -- 6w-zw_z .  w+x+zy  
- _  
Mx.6w_yw_z .  = 6w_yw_z .2W+y+zx 
Mz'~)+-v  . . . .  -- + 2 - -6w_yw_  z. w+y+zx  
Mw.~)x_y  . . . .  = 6x -vx -z '2wx+v+z 
M~2,+_~ . . . .  = 6+_~_~.2~+~+~ 
Qls  = (~71~i) (ww~)  = n l  Mx .4  A 
7 ~ Q23 = (71~i~) " Mx.43+5 
Q lo  = (23~ii) (w~w~) = n3 Mx.41-  5 
"t7 Q19 = (71i23) " Mx.41+5 
'¢V Q l l  = (27113) (w~zOw) = n5 Mx.413  
)~ Q14 = (3142) " Mx-41+3 
Table 4. Types of t ransformat ions and their characteristics. Given are the order 
of the operat ion 15, determinant  ("det") and trace of the respective t ransformat ion 
matr ix,  and the dimension of the invariant subspace ("dim (Inv)," cf. Table 3, co lumn 
"Invariant space" ). 
Type  Operat ions Order det trace dim(Inv.) Transformat ion 
1 A 1 +1 4 4 Identity E 
2 B-G 2 - 1 2 3 Reflections M 
3 H- J ,  /~- J  2 +1 0 2 Rotat ions 2 
4 K -R  3 -{-1 1 2 Rotat ions 3 
5 S -X ,  S- ) f  4 -1  0 1 Rotoinversions ~1 -- 
6 ft, 2 +1 -4  0 Total homothety  14 
7 /3-G 2 -1  -2  1 Inversions I 
8 /~-/~ 6 +1 -1  0 Double rotat ions 6.2 
I t  turns out that  the operat ions l isted in Table 3 divide into eight types, the character ist ics 
of which are l isted in Table 4, and whose representat ive matr ices axe displayed in equat ion (6). 
13Note that  the  operat ion symbol  indices denote the var iant  subspace xcept for a~k (cf. [1]) where the plane (h, k) 
is given in which the  mirror line is embedded and also the angle ~o between the mirror line and the h-axis. Th is  
is not the  usual  notat ion of four-dimensional crystal lography (which is given in addit ion), but  it may help in 
visual is ing the location of these mirror lines. Rotat ions are termed posit ive if they transfer the  axis with lower 
index into the axis with higher index, and negative in the opposite case. 
laThe  index "*"  in the  6 part of the operat ions /~- /~ s tands  for the reflection direction and is identical with the 
index of the  2 operat ion less the  index of M (see the example in the description of Type  8). 
15The order q of an operat ion (transformation) O is the  min imal  power of the operat ion which gives the iden- 
tity: O q ---- E. 
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Here, in the description of the indices of operations, an arbitrary four-dimensional space will be 
denoted by (h, k, l, m) where h, k, l, m c {w, x, y, z}. The following types of operations have been 
found. 
TYPE 1. (Operation A): The identity E, as usual, forms a type of its own. 
TYPE 2. (B-G):  Simple reflections M (equation (6b)) in mirror lines lie in the six possible 
(h, k) planes and are inclined 45 ° against he h-axis, hence the symbol 6rhk.45 The corresponding 
invariant is the mirror line h + k itself and the plane which is absolutely perpendicular to (h, k). 
The variant subspace is, then, the perpendicular of the mirror line, i.e., the line h - k. 
E = 
2 lO_Xy_  z : 
M1.43+5 = 
Iw+xyz = 
6+_xw_.y.2w+x+yz -= 
(io (o 
• 1 
0 
0 
[0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 
-1  
0 
0 
0 
-1  
0 
0 
°°il 1 0 0 1 ' 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
10X 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
-1  
0 
0 
1 ' 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 -1  0 
0 0 -1  
0 -1  0 
0 0 0 
-1  0 0 
0 0 -1  
(OLOO I1 0 0 0 
Mw_z  = " 0 0 1 0 ' ' 
0 0 0 1 (°1°,° /
+ 0 0 1 0 
Uw-x~-Y 1 0 0 0 ' 
0 0 0 1 
-1  0 
2.2 = 0 -1  ' 
0 0 - 
(6) 
TYPE 3. (H - J ,  H - J ) :  Double reflections M.M or, equivalently, simple twofold rotations 2 
(equation (6c)). The two mirror lines lie in two absolutely perpendicular planes (h, k) and (l, m) 
where they are inclined 45 ° against he h- and/-axes. There are three two-to-two combinations 
of coordinates in ]E 4 and hence double reflections. The invariant subspace is spanned by the 
directions of the mirror lines h + k and 1 + m; the variant subspace is given by the two perpendic- 
ulars h - k and l - m. The equivalent rotation 2 has the same indices. The operations H- J  are 
also double reflections, the mirror lines are here inclined 135 ° against he h- and/-axes o that 
h - k and ! - m are invariant directions, and h + k and l + m span the variant plane (rotation 
planel6). 
TYPE 4. (K-R) :  Threefold rotations 3 about the space diagonals in the positive orthants of all 
three-dimensional subspaces (h, k,l) of Fx (equation (6d)). These rotations cyclically permute 
the three axes of the space (h, k,l) and correspond to the C3 rotations of the cubic groups "IF 
and O in E 3. Remarkably, only the diagonal in the positive orthant appears as rotation axis in 
each subspace. The invariant subspace is given by the space diagonal h+k+l  plus the direction m 
which is orthogonal to (h, k, l). The variant subspace is the plane orthogonal to h + k + l which 
can be described most simply by the (nonorthogonal) coordinates h - k and h - l. Incidentally, 
the equivalence of the operations K, M, O, and Q in their respective subspaces can be seen from 
the fact that their matrices become identical if the row and column of the invariant coordinate 
axis are deleted. 
16The rotat ion plane, by definition, is the plane in which the rotat ion takes place [12]. The invariant plane of a 
rotation in E4 is termed "rotation hyperaxis" [1]. 
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TYPE 5. (S -X ,  S-X) :  Cyclic rearrangements of the four coordinate axes with different sequences 
and their reverse operations. Geometrically these operations correspond to fourfold rotoinver- 
sions 21 or, equivalently, rotoreflections 4 -- M.4 (see footnote 17) (equation (6e)); their squares are 
the twofold rotations H- J  and H- J .  The rotoinversion axis (invariant) of the operations S-X  is 
the four-dimensional space diagonal (wwww) = w + x + y + z = nx = Tx. In the three-dimensional 
subspace which is orthogonal to this axis, two orthogonal axes span the rotation plane and are 
also inverted; the third axis is only inverted. This very subspace has in Section 2.2 been described 
in terms of the axes nl, n3, and ns. Testing these coordinates revealed that they are appropriate 
for the description of the rotoreflections as well; the results of the transformations of n coordi- 
nates by operations S-X  are listed in Table 5. From there, the invariant axis n~, the reflection 
directions and the rotation planes can be inferred. For the operations S- ) ( ,  their application to 
n coordinates i  also documented in Table 5. It can be seen that here the translation coordinate 
is the reflection direction, one of the axes nl, n3, n5 is the invariant axis, and the remaining two 
coordinates pan the rotation plane. 
Table 5. Operations resulting from an application of rotoreflections S-X  and S-)~ 
to the n coordinates (negative values are marked by a bar as in crystallographic 
notation). 
Operation S T U V W X S T 0 V W )~ 
nx nx nx nx nx nx nx nx ~x nx ~x nx nx 
n l  ~1 fi l  n5 n5 n3 n3 n l  n l  ~5 n5 ~3 n3 
n3 n5 n5 n3 n3 n l  n l  ~5 n5 n3 n3 n l  ~1 
n5 ~3 n3 n l  n l  ~5 n5 n3 n3 n l  ~1 n5 n5 
Because of these facts, the rotoinversions in Table 3 have been given the indices of the n co- 
ordinates; the first number is the index of the reflection direction. The operations S, U, and W 
are equivalent in the sense that their matrices all have the form of equation (6e) if the sequence 
of the w, x, y, z coordinates is chosen to be (wxyz) for S, (wyxz) for U, and (wzxy) for W as 
can be checked by simple rearrangement of the matrices. The three 21 axes represent the three 
possible combinations (plane q- orthogonal axis) in the subspace orthogonal to the rotoinversion 
axis. 
TYPE 6. (-~): The total homothety i4 (negative identity matrix) corresponds to a double rota- 
tion 2.2 and also forms a separate type (equation (6f)). 
TYPE 7. (B-G):  Combinations of a reflection with a twofold rotation in an orthogonal plane 
or, equivalently, inversions I (equation (6g)). The mirror line lies in a plane (h, k) inclined 135 ° 
against the h-axis, whereas the 2 rotation is in the absolutely perpendicular plane (l, m). Thus 
the invariant subspace consists only of the mirror line h - k, whereas the variant subspace is 
spanned by h + k and the (/, m) plane. 
TYPE 8. (K-R) :  The operations K-R  (equation (6h)) are double rotations 6.2 as can be partly 
inferred from their order of 6 and their positive determinant. Like double rotations in general, 
they have only a point as invariant subspace. The consecutive powers of the operations ("O"): 
0 1 -O  2 . . . . .  0 6 are (R -L -_~-K-L -A) ,  (~ I -N-A-M- iV -A) ,  (O-P - .4 -O-P -A) ,  
and (Q - R - -~ - Q - /~  - A). The 6 rotations thus include the 3 rotations K-R  and therefore 
have the same invariant subspaces (hyperaxes). From the matrix for L (equation (6h)), it can 
be seen that the z-axis is the reflection direction. The other coordinates can be best displayed 
when looking down the three-dimensional space diagonal w + x + y to the origin (not shown). 
Since all positive axes are transferred into negative ones, the operation can be viewed as a sixfold 
rotoreflection with the rotation axis along w + x + y and the reflection plane perpendicular to 
17The interpretation of this operation as a rotoreflection 4 has the advantage that it can be written in the 
form Mh.4k l (e.g., Mz.4xy). 
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it. Therefore, this operation can be described as a combination of rotoreflection and reflection: 
6~_~,~-y,w+~+y.Mz. Of course, the two reflections inherent in 6 and Mz may be combined 
to give a twofold rotation so that an equivalent notation is 6w-xw-y.2~+x+~. The indices for 
the operations N, P, and /~ can be easily derived from those of L by utilising the fact that 
all four matrices become identical when deleting the row and column of the " -1"  value on the 
main diagonal. This reveals that in the operations L, N, t5,/~, the subspaces (w, x, y), (w, x, z), 
(w, y, z), and (x, y, z), respectively, are functionally equivalent. 
The operations listed correspond to crystallographic groups of E 4 (Table 6), namely, to all 
groups of crystal system 24 in family XVII (cubic orthogonal KU-centred [13]). As in Part I of 
this paper [1], permutations of the vertex points appear as higher-dimensional crystallographic 
symmetry operations. This is related to the fact that in contrast to the permutations of the 
vertices of a specific polygon where the permutations are discrete operations, in the present case 
the permutations act on a form space so that each permutation Pi is a mapping 
(7) 
and therefore a continuous transformation. Especially, the permutation group (symmetric group) 
$4 correlates with group 24/03 (Table 6). The full group q3(48) corresponds to group 24/05. It 
must be noted that the indices of the symmetry operations do not correspond to those given 
in [13]. Of course, for a crystallographic system, the axes of symmetry operations are placed on 
the coordinate axes. In contrast, in our form space, axes are fixed by their assignment to the 
xi displacements. Therefore, the most prominent axis (the translation axis Tx = x l +x2 ÷x3 ÷x4 = 
w+x+y+z which is a ]I)~ manifold) is the space diagonal o fE  4 so that the indices of the subspaces 
orthogonal to it become more complex. It is, however, possible to transform the coordinates used 
here in a proper way to get a full matching with the crystallographic notation. This can be 
done by using the n coordinates proposed in Section 2.2 which are taken to be orthogonal to the 
translations Tz - n~ and Ty =- ny. 
Table 6. Correspondence b tween the symmetry group G(48) of Fx and its subgroups 
and the symmetry groups of crystal system 24 in four-dimensional crystallography. 
Group Order A B-G H-J K-R S-X A B-G IrI-J I2(-[~ S-X 
24/01 12 + + + 
24/02 24 + + + 
24/03 24 + + + + + 
24/04 24 + + + 
24/05 48 + + + + + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + + + + 
Comparing the symmetries of the Fx spaces for three and four points, one finds an axial sym- 
metry in both cases since the translation coordinate Tx = nx (the ]])~ manifold) is a unique axis. 
In the subspace orthogonal to this axis, one has ]D~ symmetry (three points) and Oh symme- 
try (four points), both representing the maximal crystallographic symmetries in the respective 
spaces E ~. In the next section, the symmetry of the subspace ]F~ which is orthogonal to the 
translation coordinate will be correlated with group G(48). 
2.4. Symmetry  of  the F x Subspace  of  Fx 
If the positions of the barycentres of linear forms are constrained to lie in the origin of the 
x, y plane, the dimension of the corresponding form space lowers to 3 in contrast o the four- 
dimensionality of ]Fx. One possibility to meet this requirement is to vary xl, x2, and x 3 arbitrarily 
and to fix x4 by setting x4 = - (Xl  + x2 + x3). This means that instead of xl,  x2, x3-- in effect--  
the coordinates xl = (1,0,0,1), x2 = (0,1,0,1), and X3 : (0,0,1,1) have been used. Then a 
simple picture of the isosymmetric manifolds within the corresponding form space (xl,x2, x3) 
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arises which is depicted in Figure lb. Arbitrary combinations of deformations xl,  x2, and :E3 
lead to forms of ]I)~ symmetry (£a, /:g), whereas special combinations give D~ forms (£s, £o, 
£d). The corresponding manifolds have been displayed in Figure lb. On the axes xl, x2, and x3, 
there lie the forms £ol ,  £o4, £o6 ( l~), on the space diagonal within the positive orthant one 
has £c4-  (]I}~), and on the three remaining space diagonals £dl ,  £d2,/ :d3 (D~). In the midpoint 
between £d forms (on three of the six axis plane diagonals), there are £o forms (IDa). These 
forms are embedded in £s planes (IDa). The subspace displayed has a C3-axis along the space 
diagonal of the positive orthant, and its symmetry is ]I}34. This symmetry is, however, not the 
symmetry of the form space since the coordinate system used is not orthogonal Is. This result 
illustrates the fact that conclusions about symmetries of a space can only be drawn from plots 
using orthonormal coordinate systems. (Normalisation is required if the orthogonal basis vectors 
have different lengths since otherwise diagonal symmetry elements would be destroyed.) 
The appropriate coordinates for the form space F* are nl, n3, and n5 or orthogonal linear 
combinations of them. Isosymmetric manifolds in F* have been displayed in Figure la showing 
that the symmetry of S~ is Oh. As can be seen from the indications of the forms in Figure la 
and checked by transformation of an arbitrary general form, this is likewise the symmetry of the 
corresponding form space F*: all symmetry operations of group ~h convert arbitrary forms into 
congruent ones. 
As has been stated, F x is the subspace of Fx which is orthogonal to the translation Tx -- nx. 
Therefore, its symmetry must correlate with the symmetry of Fx which in Section 2.3 has been 
determined to be @;(F~) = G(48) ~ 24/05 in E 4, a simple cubic group. It has been found that the 
48 symmetry operations of @;(48) map in a one-to-one manner onto the 48 symmetry operations of 
the octahedron group ~h (Table 7). This can be checked by subjecting the permutation matrices 
to a coordinate transformation r -~ n according to 
$"(n) =Urn 'P i '$ ' ( r ) ,  ~-(r) = (Xl,X2,X3, X4). 
In this way, it can be seen that the operations B and/~ of G(48) correspond to 
B -+ (n=,nl ,ns,n3) ~- (nl,f is,53) = 5nl,n3-n5 • (n l ,n3,ns) ,  
/~ --+ (g=,51,n5,n3) ~ (~l,ns,n3) = C2(n3+~)' (nl,n3, ns).  
(8) 
(9) 
This means that in the subspace F~, operation B of @;(48) corresponds to a reflection a and 
operat ion/~ to a rotation C2, but only if nz = O. The symmetry of the subspace is thus related 
to the symmetry of the superspace by a mapping, not by a subgroup-supergroup relationship. 
This is completely analogous to the form space symmetries for three points [1]: there Fx has 
D3d symmetry whereas F* has lI)~. Both groups have the same order (g = 12) so that there is 
also a correspondence b tween the operations instead of a subgroup-supergroup relationship. 
Table 7. Correspondence b tween the symmetries G(48) of ]Fx and Oh of its sub- 
space F* (C2 ---- C42; the C~ axes intersect he octahedron edges; a lies in an (h, k) co- 
ordinate plane; ~d intersects an (h, k) plane diagonally; .94 lies on C4; $6 lies on C3). 
G(48) A B-G H-J  K-R S-X A B-G f-I-J I~-R S-f( 
z 3.c  4.c  3.s i 6 .c l  3.,, 4.s  3 .c ,  
2.5. Sect ion  P lanes  of F* 
2.5 .1 .  Sect ions  o f  F* a long  n coord inate  axes  
Several representative s ctions along n directions ave displayed in Figure 2. 
lSEach of the three coordinates xl, x2, x3 used is orthogonal with respect o the fourth (implicitly used) coordinate 
Tx = (1, 1, 1, 1) which is introduced by utilising the constraint Tx -- 0, but they are not mutually orthogonal. 
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(a) (hi, ~2, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  ::, 
I ============================================= 
::::"""~:~i ~et::" '::::: 
(d) (n~,n2, 1,0,0,0). 
f~2----_ i / -~a  
. . . .  0 - -  . . . . .  L . . . .  
(g) (~z~,0,0, n4, t, 1). 
(j) (hi, 1,~z3, 1, 1, 1). 
(b) (r~1,0, ha, 0, 0, 0). 
'qhh~hh,, ! -=- '~  ,0d0 ~ 'e0' 
' ,m_-,,,,. \ '~' 
,,,,'" ] ",,,, gtd~ 
(e) (nl,rz2, 1,0,0, 1). 
: 
~ o-N ' -o  
(h) (nt, 1, r~a,0, 1, 1). 
(k) ('nl,0, n.3,0, 1, 0). 
(c) (nl, 0, 0. ~4, 0.0). 
!___<o O" 
I--~-'- 
O.  j.~.o [
.1 
(f) (nl, 1, 0, ~?-,i, 1,0). 
o-~io 
(i) (nL,'rl2 ~ 1, t, 1,0). 
........................... ....... 1 
= 
(1) (nl, n.2, 1,0, 1,0L 
Figure 2. Isosymmetric manifolds in section planes of the form space 1?* along n coor- 
dinate axes. The types of forms corresponding to the manifolds have been indicated. 
Faint dotted lines mark isomorphic manifolds of the same symmetry as their neigh- 
bourhood. Grey levels, line and point styles are explained in Figure 4. 
(i) The  (r~,l, ~z2, 0, 0, 0, 0) p lane (F igure 2a) conta ins  everywhere but  in the origin D~ forms (£d).  
The  p lane has D~ symmetry  and a "radial  s t ructure"  as descr ibed in [1]: a long radi i  of the plane, 
there are forms hav ing the same symmetry  but  different or ientat ions  of the ind iv idua l  symmetry  
e lements  o that  every radius,  str ict ly speaking,  is a mani fo ld  of a conjugate 19 D,; subgroup of D~o ,
t9Conjugate subgroups are subgroups whose symmetry elements are of tile same type but have different orienta- 
tions in space. 
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and the union of all these manifolds in the origin gives the ID~ symmetry of the Cp form found 
there. 
(ii) The whole (nl, 0, n3, 0, 0, 0) plane (Figure 2b) shows ]I)~ forms (£d, £o, £s). Therefore, 
the symmetry of this plane (taken as a plane of the symmetry space) is D*.  The ]I)~ symmetry, 
however, includes different forms: along the axes one has £d forms, on the diagonals £o forms, 
the remainder of the plane is filled with £s forms. The symmetry of the respective form space 
section is, therefore, only I~. 
(iii) In the (nl, 0, 0, n4, 0, 0) plane (Figure 2c), the Cp form of the origin turns into L:dl and £d2, 
respectively, on the axes. Combinations nl • n4 (diagonals) lead to squares (Sq4, Sq6). 
(iv) In the (nl, n2, 1,0, 0, 0) plane (Figure 2d), the origin corresponds to an £d2 form. This form 
has two modes of isosymmetric deformation: nl leads to £s forms, whereas n2 gives rectangles. 
The deformation l via f~s leads to £ol  (]I)~) which likewise has two isosymmetric deformations: 
to /:s forms or to rhombi (circular manifold). The 7~h circle and the 7~e line intersect in square 
points Sq2 and Sq4. On deforming the squares, only two mirror lines a of them are preserved, 
either a~ and ay (see footnote 2°) (along the n2-axis), or ad and aq (on the circular manifold). 
(v) Within the (nl, n2, 1,0, 0, 1) plane (Figure 2e), the square Sq5 in the centre will be deformed 
when progressing along the axes and diagonals such that in all cases only one mirror line will 
be preserved: crz along the n2-axis (symmetric trapezoids), ay along the hi-axis (symmetric 
trapezoids), ad or ~rq along the diagonals (deltoids and triangles). Otherwise every combination 
of nl and n2 will result in a C~ form. 
(vi) In the (nl, 1,0, n4, 1, 0) plane (Figure 2f), the square located in the centre (Sql) will on 
the axes turn into parallelograms (C~) and trapezoids (D~). The combinations ±n l i  n4 with 
nl = n4 -- 1 give isolated point manifolds of isosceles triangles 7-i (D~) with one point located in 
the origin. 
(vii) In the (nl,0,0, n4,1,1) plane (Figure 2g), the £d3 form located in the origin is along 
the axes converted into parallelograms, whereas -i-n1 = 1 and ±n4 = 1 give rhombi (]I)~). The 
combinations -+-nl ± n4 result in isosceles triangles and deltoids (]])~), respectively, if ]nll = In41. 
(viii) In the (nl, 1, n3, 0, 1, 1) plane (Figure 2h), the parallelogram located in the origin is on 
the nl-axis converted into £02 if nl -- ÷1, and into Sql if nl = -1.  From Sql, a II)~ manifold 
(deltoids) originates. Furthermore, one finds four isolated ID~ points (isosceles triangles with one 
point located in the origin). 
(ix) The (nl, n2, 1, 1, 1, 0) plane (Figure 2i) is an especially interesting case: Within this plane 
(C~), there are only isolated point manifolds marking intersection points with manifolds of higher 
symmetries: four I~ points (Ti) and a C~ point (7~a) in the centre. 
(x) In the (nl, 1,n3, 1, 1, 1) plane (Figure 2j), analogous conditions (only isolated points) are 
found: they correspond to intersection points with three Tc forms, two Ti forms, and one/:c form. 
(xi) The (nl ,0,n3,0,1,0) plane (Figure 2k) has a very simple structure: two ]I)~ lines (£s 
containing £02-4,6) embedded in a I~ plane (£g containing £cl-4).  The intersection of the 
lines in an isosymmetric point indicates the presence of a degenerate form (£d3). 
(xii) In the (nl,n2, 1, 0, 1, 0) plane (Figure 21), two ]I)~ lines (Ca containing £cl-2; q-c) inter- 
secting in a lI)~ point (£03) are embedded in a C~ plane (Tg). 
2.5 .2 .  Sect ions  o f  F* a long  m coord inate  axes  
Section planes of F* along m coordinate axes are displayed in Figure 3. 
(i) The (ml, m2,0, 0, 0, 0) plane (Figure 3a) contains squares (Sql, Sq6) on both axes and T~e, 
£dl ,  and £d3 forms (D~) in the plane. The square deformations are "incompatible" with one 
another so that combinations of them convert Cp into forms of ~)~ symmetry. 
2°In [7], the four mirror lines of a square have been denoted by ¢x, a v, ad, and aq (horizontal line along the x axis; 
vertical ine; diagonal ine in the first quadrant; diagonal line in the second quadrant). 
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(a) (mr ,m2,0 ,  0, 0, 0). 
a '  .......... ON" 
(d) (ml,O, m3,0, 1,0). 
% 
(b) (ml ,0 ,  m3,0, 0,0). 
"--_ ~ i 
............... I , , ......... ................. 
~4 god i 
.... t ....... 
! "---. 
(e) (ml, 1,m3, 1,0,0). 
. . . . . . . .  
O N. ' ' I I
I r . . . . . . . . . . .  -__..j 
(c) (ml ,  1, m3,0,0,0) .  
ON 
ON" 
(f) (mr, 1, 1, 0, m5, :1). 
Figure 3. Isosymmetric manifolds in section planes of the form space F* along m co- 
ordinate axes. The types of forms corresponding to the manifolds have been indi- 
cated. Faint dotted lines mark isomorphic manifolds of the same symmetry as their 
neighbourhood. Grey levels, line and point styles are explained in Figure 4. 
(ii) The (7//,1,0, m3, 0, 0, 0) plane (Figure 3b) displays quares (Sql, $q4) on the axes, Til and 
Ti2 (D~) on the diagonals and general quadrangles (C~) in the plane. Here, the ;'incompatibility" 
of the square deformations ml and m3 is even more pronounced than in (i) so that combinations 
of them completely destroy the symmetry of the resulting forms except on the diagonals. 
(fit) The (ml, 1, m3, 0, 0, 0) plane (Figure 3c) has a square 8q6 in its origin which along ml is 
deformed into rectangles, with £dl and £d3 (D~) appearing as special cases. From each of these 
latter forms, a new manifold originates: a D~ line with symmetric trapezoids, and a C~ manifold 
with parallelograms, respectively. Purthermore, one finds two isolated D~ points (Ti). 
(iv) In the (m~, 0, ms, 0, 1,0) plane (Figure 3d), the central square 8q5 will along one diagonal 
be deformed to give triangles and deltoids (IDa) until three of the four points coincide (£cl, IDa). 
From this point, two new D~ manifolds (Ti containing Z)e) originate. Two D~ points (Ti) are 
found to be isolated. 
(v) In the (rnz, 1, ma, 1, 0, 0) plane (Figure 3e), there are two different intersection points of 
three manifolds each: first, 8q5 (D~) where three D~ manifolds intersect, and second, £dl (D~) 
from where two C~ manifolds and one D~ manifold originate. 
(vi) In the (mz, i, 1,0, m5, 1) plane (Figure 3f), only isolated points are found: three ]D~ points 
(Ts, Ti, Tc) and one ID~ point (8q4). 
2.5.3. Sect ions of I?* a long q coord inate  axes 
Section planes of 17" along q coordinate axes are displayed in Figure 4. 
(i) The (ql, 0, q3,0,0, 0) plane (Figure 4a) consists of D~ forms (Sql, Sq6) on the axes, sur- 
rounded by £d and 7~e forms. Analogously, the (ql0,0, q4,0,0) plane (Figure 4b) displays the 
same ]I}~ manifolds, but the quadrants are filled with £o and 7~h forms because one of the defor- 
mations is different. 
(ii) In the (1, 0, 0, 0, q5, q6) plane (Figure 4c), the central square Sql is subjected to the de- 
formations q5 and q6 belonging to the E1 representation under D~ symmetry (cf. [7]). Both 
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Figure 4. Isosymmetric manifolds in section planes of the form space F* along q 
coordinate axes. The types of forms corresponding to the manifolds have been indi- 
cated. 
deformations and their combinations q5 4- q6 each preserve a different one of the four mirror lines 
of the square. The picture in Figure 4c corresponds exactly to [7, Figure 8a]. 
(iii) In the (1, q2, O, O, qs, 0) plane (Figure 4d), the horizontal axis is occupied by II3~ forms 
(?q l  and its rotated variants). From the centre (Sql, 45 °) and from the points q2 = =t=1 (Sql, 0 ° 
and Sql ,  90 °) originate new lI)~ manifolds which represent rapezoids and triangles, respectively. 
This means that  the deformation q5 represents a normal deformation for these three rotated 
Sq l  forms whereas it deforms all other rotated Sql forms into quadrangleswith C~ symmetry. 
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(iv) The (1, 0, q3,0, qs, 0) plane (Figure 4e) has a square 3ql in its centre which is deformed 
by q3 and q5 into deltoids and isosceles triangles (qs) and rectangles with £d as a special case (q3). 
Prom the £d points originate C~ manifolds (Pa), which in turn contain rhombi as special cases. 
(v) The (ql, q2, 1, 0, 0, 0) plane (Figure 4f) is parallel to the (ql, q2) plane which is the rotation 
plane of 8ql. For q3 = 1, one finds a circular manifold which corresponds to a rotation of 
£s forms. At the same time there is a deformation superimposed so that the intersection points 
of the straight lines are different forms (£o2, Eo4, £dl, £d3). 
(vi) The (ql, q2, 0, 0, 1,0) plane (Figure 4g) has the same structure as the plane in Figure 4c, 
but the lines originate from a ]I)~(!) form (£d). Since a ]I)~ form has only two mirror lines instead 
of four in D~ (Figure 4c), on the mutually perpendicular lines the same mirror line is preserved: 
on the diagonal manifolds, it is the axial mirror line, but on the other manifolds, the transversal 
mirror line is preserved. 
(vii) In the (ql,0, 1,0, qs, 1) plane (Figure 4h) in the origin there is a Ti form (]I)~), and both 
deformations (alone and in arbitrary combinations) give C~ forms except for values of 4-1 of one 
or both deibrmations where higher symmetries result: C~ (Pa) and ID~ (Us), respectively, and 
the intersecting points of these two manifolds display ID~ or II)~ symmetry. 
(viii) In the (ql, 1, 0, 0, q5, 1) plane (Figure 4i), we encounter a case where seven distinct (non- 
intersecting) ID~ lines can be seen. They represent Ti and Us forms with different orientations 
of the symmetry axes. 
3. TOPOLOGIES  OF  THE ISOSYMMETRIC  MANIFOLDS 
3.1. Planar Topologies of Isosymmetr ic Manifolds 
In this section, the different ypes of topologies of isosymmetric manifolds (Figure 5) found in 
the various section planes of form spaces will be discussed systematically. In all plots of Figure 5, 
three orthogonal coordinates have been taken as a basis: the orthogonal coordinate vectors of 
the plot are also orthogonal to the generating vector of the "central form" (the vector pointing 
from Cp to the origin of the plane displayed). 
(a) i.i. 
. . . . .  j 
(f) 2.5. 
(k) 3.4. 
, I t  % 
(b) 2.1. (c) 2.2. 
i 
(g) 2.6. (h) 3.1. 
A 
~w 
(l) 3.5. (m) 4.1. 
. . . . . . . . . .  J 
(d) 2.3. 
i ]., 
......... I .  
(i) 3.2. 
?UI 
L/T J 
(n) 4.2. 
(e) 2.4. 
A_ J  ........ 
(j) 3.3. 
"::-... i-) / .<?--.. 
(o) 4.3. 
Figure 5. Survey of types of topologies of isosymmetric manifolds in section planes 
of form spaces. The numbers of types have been given. In (b), the lines indicate the 
"radial structure" of the plane (see text). 
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To have a shorthand for the naming of the topological types, they are denoted by two numbers, 
the first giving the number of symmetry groups involved, and the second a consecutive number. 
The generating vector of the central form (and also this form itself) will be denoted by z0; the 
abscissa nd ordinate of the plane are then zl and z2, respectively. Some additional special section 
planes supporting the discussion of the types are displayed in Figure 6. Since this figure is not 
aimed to discuss form space symmetries, I abstained from normalising the coordinate axes. In 
the following, also, figures in Part I of this paper are referred to; they are labeled by putting "I:" 
before the number. 
(a) 
(d) 
@@ 
.... I .... ..... ..... I ... 
(b) 
%'.~ / 
• "..,.. \ 
/ 
(e) 
i 
J 
i 
(c) 
............... 
/ 
. . . . . . . . .  
(f) 
Figure 6. Sections of the form space F* along parameterised planes in the neighbour- 
hood of (a) a symmetric trapezoid q-s, (b,d) the degenerate form £cl ,  (c) a general 
quadrangle Qg, (e) the square Sq5, (f) the degenerate form £:dl (see text). The 
types of forms corresponding to the manifolds have been indicated. Grey levels, line 
and point styles are explained in Figure 4. 
TYPE 1.1. (Figure 5a, cf. Figure 2j): Here, zl and z2 belong to two orthogonal totally sym- 
metric representations under the symmetry of the central form z0 (see footnote21). Arbitrary 
combinations of Zl and z2 are then also totally symmetric deformations preserving the symmetry 
of z0. However, they may lead to a higher symmetry. Four different cases have been found: 
(i) The central form is surrounded by lines corresponding to a higher symmetry so that every 
combination of deformations zl and z2 necessarily leads to a higher symmetry (Figure 6a). 
(ii) From the central form only one isosymmetric deformation (zl) leading to higher symmetry 
starts; in other directions there is no manifold of higher symmetry in the neighbourhood (Fig- 
ure 6b). 
(iii) There exists a line of higher symmetry in the plane (Figure 6c), so that in a direction 
parallel to this line, probably no higher symmetry will be reached. 
(iv) There exist singular points of higher symmetry in the plane (Figure 2j). There is hitherto 
no proof that a higher symmetry will be reached in all possible directions tarting from an 
21Since also z0 necessarily has to be totally symmetric, this means that there have to exist at least three totally 
symmetric deformations of the form zo. They must be genuine deformations (note that the rotation will also 
preserve the full symmetry of a form, but it will in nearly all symmetry groups belong to a nontotally symmetric 
representation). 
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arbitrary point of the plane. On the contrary, in the example of Figure 2j, no line of higher 
symmetry has been found in the parameter range -40 < zi, z2 <_ +40. Here, in many directions, 
no manifold corresponding to a higher symmetry seems to be reached. 
It should be added that Figures 6a-c have been computed for the following forms and sec- 
tion planes: a symmetric trapezoid (D~, Figure 6a), £cl (Figure 6b), and a general quadrangle 
(Figure 6c): 
symmetric trapezoid: 
£cl form: 
general quadrangle: 
Z 0 = 
Z 1 = 
Z 2 ---- 
Z 0 
Z 1 
Z 2 = 
Z 0 
Z 1 
Z 2 ---- 
(1, 1, -1,  1, -2,  -1,  2, -1),  
(2, -2,  -2,  -2,  -1,  2, 1,2), 
(2, 0.6, -2,  0.6, 1.6, -0.6, -1.6, -0.6), 
(3 ,0 , -1 ,0 , -1 ,0 , -1 ,  0), 
(0,0, 1, O, -1,  O, O, 0), 
(0, 1, O, -2,  O, 1, O, 0), 
(0,2,-2,2,-2,-2, 4,-2), 
( -3,0,  -1 ,0,  3, 0, 1, 0), 
(0,2,0,-2, o, 2, o,-2). 
(io) 
(n) 
(i2) 
All three sets of vectors form orthogonal systems; Zl and z2 have been computed by the Schmidt 
orthogonalisation procedure starting with trial vectors. 
TYPE 2.1. (Figure 5b, cf. Figure 2a): The plane is spanned by two deformations which form 
a rotational pair, and it is filled with similar forms of different orientations ~. The symmetry 
lines of these forms are equivalent but differ in their orientations o that the plane has a "radial 
structure" (cf. [1]). The deformation zl applied to the central form z0 = Cp gives a form $.1 
which will be rotated upon subsequent application of z2. On the other hand, deformation of Cp 
by z2 gives a form $.2 (a variant of $'1 rotated through 90°), which will rotate when Zl is applied 
subsequently (cf. Figure 2a). In this type, the centre of the plane is necessarily occupied by Cp. 
Along circles about the centre of the plane, there are congruent rotated variants. In every point 
of such a circle, the radial vector represents a deformation (size variation) of the respective form 
whereas a tangential vector represents the rotation (orientation variation) of this form. Starting 
from an arbitrary form within this plane, in only one direction will a manifold of higher symmetry 
be reached, namely, in the direction to the origin of the plane (II3~) representing the generating 
totally symmetric deformation. 
TYPE 2.2. (Figure 5c, cf. Figure 2b): In the example given in Figure 2b, there are different 
£d forms along both axes, and combinations of zl and z2 give different forms (£s, £o) having 
the same symmetry. In this way, a uniform symmetry of the whole plane results. This principle 
is realized in the planes (nl, n3), (nl, n5), (n3, ns), (n2, n4), (n2, n6), and (n4, n6). 
TYPE 2.3. (Figure 5d, cf. Figures 2i, 3f, 4h): The deformations Zl and z2 (alone or in arbitrary 
combinations) convert tile central form z0 having symmetry G E ll)~ into forms with symme- 
try G' E G. The origin of the plane is not a point manifold but the intersection point with the 
rotation plane of the z0 form which is absolutely perpendicular to the (zl, z2) plane. This type 
has been observed only for low symmetries, namely, with central forms of D T or C~ symmetry 
and with C~ forms within the plane. 
TYPE 2.4. (Figure 5e, cf. Figures 3e, 4i, I:10g,j-1): Here, the abscissa corresponds to a deforma- 
tion which is isosymmetric to z0; i.e., it is either 
(i) the rotation belonging to z0 (cf. Figure 5b), or 
(ii) a totally symmetric deformation, or 
(iii) a deformation which leads to different but isosymmetric forms (cf. Figure 5e). 
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In Figure 4i, the diagonal ID~ manifold corresponds to a combination of rotation and totally 
symmetric deformation. (Since rotated forms lie on a circle, on a nonradial inear trajectory 
there must be a change of both orientation and size of the form.) 
TYPE 2.5. (Figure 5f, cf. Figures 2d,k, I:10d,e,h): Here, zl and z2 (belonging to the same 
symmetry class) give rise to equal isosymmetric manifolds A4 (G). However, the combination zl + 
z2 gives forms having a lower symmetry G t C G in contrast o the rule that deformations 
belonging to the same symmetry class will alone and in arbitrary combinations give forms of 
the same symmetry. The reason is that the central form is a degenerate form (£o, £d, £c, £.a) 
for which this rule may not hold. This is explained in Figure 7 for three points. During the 
transition from a Ti l  form to £a l ,  the symmetry class of deformation d3 (see footnote 22) is 
changed from A2 (in 7"/1) to A1 (in /:al). The new symmetry assignment is, however, valid 
only for the £a form: if in a combination of d2 and d3 the degeneracy of the £a form is lifted 
by d2, and d3 is applied subsequently, then d3 acts as an As deformation and gives a C~ form and 
not a D~ form (Figure 7). Missing symmetry preservation when combining two deformations of 
the same symmetry class therefore is based on a "back-mutation" in the symmetry class of the 
deformation. 
d 1 d2 d3 
1 
i 
23 
(a) Til. 
i t  'L Y 
d 1 d 2 d 3 dl+d 2 dl+d 3 
(b) Eal. 
Figure 7. Scheme xplaining the change in the symmetry class of deformation d3 
by a transition from Til to Eal (see text). The symmetries ofthe forms resulting 
when applying the respective deformations are D~ except for d3 in "/'/1 and (dl + d3) 
in £al where C~ forms result. 
TYPE 2.6. (Figure 5g, cf. Figure 6d): This topology can be found in Figure 3d above right around 
an £c l  point. Since here only examples with three orthogonal deformations will be considered, 
the neighbourhood ofthe £,cl point has been reconsidered using coordinates zl and z2 which were 
orthogonalised with respect o zo by generating them from rnl and m3 as starting coordinates in 
the Schmidt procedure: 
22This deformation d3 corresponds to the asymmetric valence vibration of the water molecule; cf. [3, p. 18]. 
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z0 = (3 ,0 , -1 ,0 , -1 ,0 , -1 ,0 )  
Zl = (0 ,0 ,1 ,3 , -2 , ,0 ,1 , -3 )  
z2 = (0, 0, 1, -3 ,  1, 3, -2,  0) 
Lcl, 
corresponds to ml, 
corresponds to m2 
(13) 
(Figure 6d). The reason for there being three intersecting manifolds is that there are three 
coinciding points in L:cl which may give rise to six isosymmetric deformations (Figure 8a). Three 
of them (corresponding roughly to the ones displayed on the right side of Figure 8a) are found 
in the plane of Figure 6d. 
2 1 "~\\  / 
432 1 "\" 
4 1 
4 1 
(8) 
(b) 
Figure 8. (a) Deformations of the degenerate form Lcl into isosymmetric but not 
isomorphic forms, and (b) the same for 12dl. In (b), deformations u ed in Figure 6f 
as paxameterised vectors zl and z2 and their combinations are shown in the right 
column (see text). 
TYPE 3.1. (Figure 5h, cf. Figures 3c,d): The symmetry G of the central form z0 is lowered 
by Zl to G ~ and by z2 to G" (G" C G ~ C @). Combinations of zl and z2 also give forms with 
symmetry @'. In the examples displayed, G" is always C~, but nevertheless higher symmetries 
are likewise possible: within the planes (qz, 0, 0, 1, qs, 0) and (ql, 0, 0, 1, 0, q6) (not shown), the 
symmetries ]I)~ (z0), IN~ (zl), and ~ (z2 and combinations of zl and z2) are found. 
TYPE 3.2. (Figure 5i, cf. Figures 2c,1, 4a,b,f, I:10c): The figures display this type of topology 
for symmetries of the z0 form of l~*,  IN~, and lI)~. The deformations zl and z2 lead to conjugate 
subgroups G~ and C=;~ of the symmetry G = G(z0). Since Zl and z2 belong to different symmetry 
classes, the combination of both does not lead to G ~ but to a subgroup of G t. For example, in 
the (1, 0, q3, q4, 0, 0) plane, the central form is a square ($ql, IDa), and the conjugate subgroups 
are ID~xv and D~d q (corresponding to ax, ay and Ord, (:rq, respectively). Since there axe no coinciding 
mirror lines in both, the subgroup @" is C~. Different examples are given in Figures 4a,b. Here, 
the descent in symmetry leads from D*  to two lI)~ groups with identical orientations of their 
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symmetry lines. Nevertheless, the resulting squares 8ql and 8q6 are "incompatible" (since they 
are different permutational variants) so that a combination of Zl and z2 gives only D~ forms. 
Such phenomena can occur only with degenerate central forms (here: Cp). 
TYPE 3.3. (Figure 5j, cf. Figure 6e, I:10a, I:12c): This topology can be found in Figure 3e 
outside the centre. Therefore, the neighbourhood of the 8q5 point has been recalculated with 
coordinates Zl and z2 which have been orthogonalised with respect o z0 using ml and m2 as 
starting vectors (Figure 6e). By this procedure, the configuration (but not the topology) around 
the Sq5 point is changed a little bit. Within the plane displayed, three of the four ]I)~ manifolds 
starting from the 8q5 point (cf. Type 3.4) are cut. In the example of Figure 6e, within the 
different ]])~ manifolds, the vertical and the two diagonal mirror lines of the square are preserved. 
TYPE 3.4. (Figure 5k, cf. Figures 2e, 4c,g): In contrast o Type 3.3, in the plane displayed, all 
four D~ manifolds originating from a square point are cut. On each of these manifolds, one of the 
mirror lines of the square is preserved. This type has also been described in [7, Figure 8a]. The 
deformations zl and z2 and their combinations zl =t= z2 lead to the four conjugate D~ subgroups 
of the z0 symmetry (D~). 
In Figure 4g, this topology is realised even though in the symmetry G of the central form z0, 
there exist only two conjugate subgroups. Under these circumstances, this topology is possible 
only if z0 is a degenerate form (here: /:d2). Along Zl and z2, the line a d is preserved, but 
along the diagonal manifolds, so is aq. The explanation of how this section plane appearance 
comes about is given schematically in Figure 8b (note that in this figure, the central form is/ :dl ,  
whereas in Figure 4g, it is/:d2): the axial and transversal deformations of the dumbbell can be 
combined independently. In the left and middle parts of Figure 8b, the combinations axial/axial 
and transversal/transversal are displayed; combinations axial/transversal and vice versa which 
lead to the topology of Figure 51 are shown in the right part of Figure 8b. 
TYPE 3.5. (Figure 51, cf. Figure 4d, I:10f, i, I:12d): Here, zl is the rotation belonging to z0, 
and z2 is a deformation which exactly for the form z0(Sql,45 °) (in Figure 15d for the rotated 
forms $ql(0 °) and $q1(90 °) as well) preserves a mirror line (so that a ID~ manifold branches off 
here). For other rotation angles of the z0 form Sql, z2 leads to C~ forms. 
TYPE 4.1. (Figure 5m, cf. Figures 2f, 4e): The deformations zl and z2 lead to two different 
subgroups G' and G" of the z0 symmetry G so that the combinations of both deformations lead 
to the common subgroup G"' of G' and G" (cf. [7, Figure lle]). In Figure 2f, we have G' = C~ 
and G" = II)~; the common subgroup is G"' = C~. In Figure 4e, G' = ]I)~ and G" = D~. The 
group D~ does not act here as a subgroup of D~ since it contains Crd, whereas D~ contains ax 
and cry. 
TYPE 4.2. (Figure 5n, cf. Figure 6f, I:10b, I:12a): In Figure 6f, the configuration of Figure 3e 
(below right) has been redrawn for orthogonal coordinates z0 = (1,0, 1 ,0 , -1 ,0 , -1 ,0 ) ,  zl = 
(1,0, -1,  2, -1,0,  1, -2),  and z2 = (2, 0, -2,  -2,  1, 3, -1,  -1). The combination zl + z2 leads to a 
Ti  form and later on to :De (both ]~); other combinations give C~ or only C~ forms. 
TYPE 4.3. (Figure 5o, cf. Figures 2g, 3b, I:12b): Since the central form is a degenerate one (/:d3 
and Cp, respectively), the combinations of the isosymmetric deformations zl and z2 lead to dif- 
ferent symmetries compared with Zl and z2 alone. In Figure 2g, D~ splits into ]I)~ and C~. 
In Figure 3b, however, ]I)* is converted into D~ and D~: both l~ deformations lead to two 
permutationally equivalent squares (Sql and 8q4) whose corresponding deformations are "in- 
compatible," but at least the combinations zl + z2 give forms which are symmetrically higher 
than those resulting from arbitrary combinations of zl and z2. 
3.2. Higher-Dimensional  Topologies of Isosymmetr ic Manifolds 
Before discussing three-dimensional topologies of manifolds, I will give some more examples of 
three-dimensional spaces (Figure 9). Since F* for three points is already four-dimensional, all of 
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(a) The space (nl, n2,n3,0). 
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(b) The space (O, n2,n3,n4). 
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(d) The parameterised space (z~, 
z2, za) around £c (see text). 
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(e) The space (n~, n2, 0, n4,0, 0). 
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(c) The space (ml, m2, rn3,0). 
n 3 
(f) The space (m,  n~, ha, O, 1,0). 
Figure 9. Examples of isosymmetric manifolds in three-dimensionM subspaces ofIF* 
for three (a-c) and four (d-f) points in a plane. Note that in (a), nl is to the right 
in contrast to Figure I:8a. Faint dotted lines mark the inner (a,b) or outer (c,e) sides 
of conical manifolds. In (d), some isolated points have been omitted for clarity. 
them are necessarily only subspaces of their respective reduced form spaces F* so that they do 
not display the full complexity of the manifolds. 
The (nl, n2,n3,0) space for three points (Figure 9a) corresponds directly to Figure I:Sa and 
illustrates the first transition between the equilateral triangles Tel and Te2 (cf. Figure I:11). By 
the transition from (Xl, Yl, x2) to (nl, n2, n3), the picture has been corrected for the obliquity 
of the vertical DI plane (Figure I:8a) so that the symmetry of the subspace increases from C2h 
to ]I)2h. The (0, n2, n3, n4) space (Figure 9b) displays the second main transition from Tel to Te2; 
its symmetry is also ]I)2h. The (ml,m2,m3,0) space (Figure 9c) shows the simplest aspect of 
the Te2 manifold with its three deformations to Ti, encircled by an £g manifold. The analo- 
gous space (ml, m2, 1, m4) gives a similar but much more complicated picture: a hyperboloidal 
£g manifold and helicoidal Ti manifolds instead of planes (not shown). 
Subspaces of F* for four points are displayed in Figures 9d-f. The neighbourhood of the 
£c form z0 = (3, 0 , -1 ,  0 , -1 ,0 , -1 ,  0) in a parameterised space spanned by the y deformation 
coordinates Zl = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, -1 ,  0, 0) and z2 = (0, 0, 0, 1,0, 1, 0, -2) ,  and by the x deformation 
z3 = (0,0, 1 ,0 , -1 ,0 ,0 ,0) ,  is shown in Figure 9d. It contains D~ line manifolds (three T i  lines 
in (zl, z2) and one £g line including two £s points along z3) and some singular points (Ts, Ti). 
Figure 9e contains the (nl, n2,0, n4, 0, 0) space which is simply built from three D~ planes (£d, 
/2s, ~e),  and two D~ cones (TCh) with Sq4, Sq2, £dl, and /205 as intersection lines, embedded 
in a three-dimensional C~manifold (Pa). The (nl, n2, n3, 0, 1, 0) space (Figure 9f) displays three 
]D~ lines (/2o2, /203, 7~e) as intersection lines of two ID~ planes (/2a, Ts), and a C~ plane (~a). 
The latter plane includes two II)~ points (8ql, 8q6) on a circular ID~ line (7~h). 
In three-dimensional spaces, there exists a plethora of different ypes of local topologies of 
isosymmetric manifolds. Some of them are displayed in Figure 10. They are simply local topolo- 
gies within a three-dimensional orthogonal space ("F~" in the following), not sampled on the 
precondition that the generating vector z0 of the central form be orthogonal to F~. 
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Figure 10. Some types of 3-dimensional topologies of isosymrnetric manifolds includ- 
ing 1 (a), 2 (b-f), 3 (g-k), 4 (1,n), and 5 (o) different symmetries, ee text. 
For the sake of brevity, only the figures are listed where these forms can be found (not necessarily 
around the origin since z0 _1_ F~ is not required): 
Figure 10a: a homogeneous space (Figures 9a-f), 
Figure 10b: a single point (Figure 9d), 
Figure 10c: a single line (Figure 9d), 
Figure 10d: a single plane (Figures 9a-c,e,f), 
Figure 10e: four isosymmetric lines (Figure 9d), 
Figure 10f: two isosymmetric planes (Figures 9a,e), 
Figure 10g: a point in three isosymmetric planes (Figure la), 
Figure 10h: a line in a plane (Figure 9a), 
Figure 10i: a line in two isosymmetric planes (Figures 9a-c,e,f), 
Figure 10j: a line in three isosymmetric planes (Figures 9a-c), 
Figure 10k: two different planes (Figures 9b,c), 
Figure 10h a point on two different lines (Figure 9d), 
Figure 10m: a line in two different planes (Figure 9f), 
Figure 10n: three lines in two isosymmetric and one other plane (Figure 9f), 
Figure 10o: a point and a line in two different planes (Figure 9f). 
Generally, three-dimensional plots give a better imagination of the manifolds and their inter- 
relationships than do section planes, but they do not exhaust he complexity of the symmetry 
spaces. As has been stated in [1, Section 3.2], a form jr  corresponds at least to a plane mani- 
fold ~-e  the "rotation plane" of this form. Therefore, point (other than Cp) and line manifolds 
can occur only in subspaces of IF*. Points can be section points of IF~ with j re  of a certain 
form, or they indicate Cp which under all circumstances i  a point manifold. Lines are always 
section lines of IF~, be it with an rotation plane 9 v$ or with an 9 vs manifold of a (> 1)-parameter 
form. Volumes can be 9 r8 manifolds of (> 2)-parameter forms, but not /~.  9 rs manifolds (see [1, 
Section 3.2]) of a one-parameter form since these are embedded in a four-dimensional space as 
stated in [1, Section 5.4]. 
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fS Forms and their symmetries 
c; 
2 I, 0 ‘.: ‘D; 
1 % 
0 
0 DD; 
(a) “Organigram” with f”: degrees of freedom of shape variation 
(b) Euler-Venn diagram (see text) 
Figure 11. Form hierarchy of basis forms built from three points in a plane. 7i forms 
have been subdivided into li’ and li” having apex angles of cr’ < 60° and (Y” > 60’. 
Figure 12. Detailed interrelationships between forms built from three points in a 
plane. Hierarchy levels Ll, L2, L3 corresponding to f” = 2,l. 0 (cf. Figure lla) have 
been denoted by different thickness of the line encircling the form symbol; symmetries 
are indicated by hatching (see text). Lines from the most basic form ‘Tg to all other 
forms have been omitted for clarity. 
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In this paper, only three-dimensional topologies have been displayed graphically. Nevertheless, 
conclusions about higher-dimensional topologies can be drawn by considering the basis form 
hierarchy (for three points, it is displayed in Figure 11) and the detailed interrelationships between 
these forms given in Figure 12. 
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The form hierarchy summarises the immediate set-subset relations between the basis forms. 
From the expressions for 9 v* (see [1, Table 3]), it can be easily seen that Tg is converted into Ti  
for q = p and to £g for r = 0; Ti  gives Te for q = x/~" p, £0 for p = 0 (see footnote23), and £a 
for q = 0; £g is converted into £0 for q = p. From this, the Euler-Venn diagram displayed in 
Figure 11b follows. £a and £0 are extreme cases of the "generalised linear form" £g, and also of 
the "generalised isosceles triangle" ~-i. Thus we find the unusual relationship 
£a = and but  aNLo= O, (14) 
1 2 
a relationship which could be better displayed on a torus T 2 
T = ¢i U c %. (15) 
Generally, the manifold of a special form must be embedded in that of its more general analogue 
since the special form corresponds to a subset of the parameter range of the more general form. 
On the other hand, since an isosymmetric manifold A4(G) for symmetry G is given by 
M(G)  = {r e F [ G(~'(r)) = G}, (16) 
such a manifold (as a special case) belongs to and must be embedded in all its subgroup manifolds 
appearing in the form space. This may be illustrated by the embedding of £o and/ :a  forms in £g 
(Figure I:6b). A more detailed picture of the interrelationships between the basis forms and hence 
of the global topology of the corresponding manifolds in E 4 can be derived from Figure 12. All 
forms listed there are embedded in a four-dimensional Tg manifold. The scheme of Figure 12 
can be immediately correlated with the form transitions within all planes and spaces displayed in 
the diverse figures of Parts I and II of this paper, the transitions 7"el - £o - 7"e2 (Figure I:10c), 
Tel  - f~a- Te2 (Figure I:l 0d), Te  - T i  - £g including/:a nd £o (Figure I: 12c), and Figures 9a-c 
being especially instructive xamples. 
In sum, the scheme of Figure 12 describes the global topology of the form space F* for three 
points and its isomorphic manifolds. Since in this figure both the hierarchical level (and thus the 
embedding relations) and the symmetry of each form has been indicated, it describes also the 
general topology of the corresponding symmetry space S*. A geometric presentation of the full 
net of relationships between the basis forms must be left to a subsequent paper. 
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Whereas the (local) analysis of forms in [7] was comparable to the normal coordinate method 
which inspired its methodology, the global analysis presented here is in a broader sense comparable 
to the general description of chemical species within a quantum chemical frame [14,15]. In this 
section, the main points made in Parts I and II of this paper will be summarised and discussed. 
For convenience, xample vectors are given for N points in a plane; nevertheless the formalism 
is valid for N points in three- and higher-dimensional spaces. 
4.1. Forms~ Deformations, and Form Spaces 
The independently variable coordinates of N points in a Euclidean space E n span themselves 
an n • N-dimensional Euclidean space F which can be interpreted as a form space since every 
point of F corresponds to a certain form $" (polytope) specified by the coordinate n * N-tuple of 
the N points. Whereas a point P(x l ,y l , . . .  , xg ,  YN) or radius vector r within the form space 
corresponds to a certain form ~', a vector Ar = (Axl, Ay l , . . . ,  AXN, Ayg)  -- (Xl - -x~,yl  -- 
23Note that  T i l l  = (2p, 0, -p ,  q, -p ,  -q )  given in [1, Table 3] is converted into Eol (90 °) ---- (0, 0, 0, q, 0, -q )  instead 
of £o3 ---- (p, 0, -p ,  0, 0, 0) listed in the table. 
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0 0 0 0 0 y~,... ,XN --XN,YN --Y~v) means a deformation of the starting form 5r0 = (x l ,y l , . . .  ,XN,YN) 
or a form transition. If 9v0 is taken to be the coincident-points configuration gp = (0, 0 , . . . ,  0), 
then the vector r = (Xl, Yl , . . . ,  xg, YN) corresponding to 5 ~ may be interpreted as a deformation 
of Cp into 5 c. Therefore, global deformations starting from the origin of the form space (Cp) can 
be simply denoted by r, whereas local deformations starting from an arbitrary point of the form 
space have been denoted by Ar  (or dr for differential deformations). 
The coincident-points configuration Cp is outstanding due to several exceptional properties: 
gp is the most highly degenerate form (where "degenerate" means that some or all points are 
coincident). Cp has the highest symmetry of all forms in the form space, namely O(n), the orthog- 
onal group of Euclidean n-space, gp is the only form for which there exist neither a size variation 
(its size is "zero") nor a rotation (both are converted into deformational degrees of freedom), so 
that it constitutes a point manifold under all circumstances. Furthermore, all possible forms in IF 
have the property in common that one of their (totally symmetric) deformations leads to Cp. 
Given these properties, gp is a natural origin of the form space F. The vector CpJ r is then the 
generating vector of ~-, and the symmetry G(5 c) is a subgroup of G(gp) = O(n). 
The existence of n * N independently variable coordinates means that there are n * N degrees 
of freedom in the variation of a general form. However, not all degrees of freedom result in a 
variation of the shape of this form. Generally, N degrees of freedom correspond to a translation 
of the form. Furthermore, there exist rotations: in E 2, one has one rotation, in E 3, there are 
two for linear forms or three for nonlinear ones (cf. [3, pp. 17,31]). One more degree of freedom 
generally corresponds to a size variation by a homothetic transformation of the form. Thus in ]E 2, 
a form has at most 2N - 4 degrees of freedom of shape variation for a general form; special forms 
characterised by additional constraints have less. The number of degrees of shape variation is a 
characteristic (invariant) of a form. 
Degrees of freedom of form variation determine the dimensionality of the corresponding man- 
ifold in F. Thus rotation and size variation of an individual form 5 c° span a two-dimensional 
manifold 5 c~ (the "rotation plane of 5 c. ' ' )  where all radial vectors correspond to local size vari- 
ations and all tangential vectors to local rotations. Exclusion of certain degrees of freedom of 
form variation can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the form space under study. Normally, 
translations have been separated to give the reduced form space F*. However, it is also possible to 
investigate form spaces of certain forms (rectangles, trapezoids, etc.) with even fewer dimensions. 
For a form with symmetry G having m degrees of freedom of shape variation, there exist 
m + 1 totally symmetric deformations. They span a local orthogonal coordinate system. Up 
to now there is no proof for the hypothesis that all m + 1 deformations (also in special form 
spaces or subspaces of F) lead to a form of higher symmetry, i.e., that their vectors intersect 
an isosymmetric manifold belonging to a supergroup of G. Especially for low-symmetric forms, 
there seem to exist combinations of these deformations (which are also totally symmetric) where 
no ascent in symmetry occurs (see the result in Section 3.1). 
An application of the normal deformation analysis [7] to the present problem needs a reduc- 
tion of the n * N-dimensional representation spanned by the local Cartesian coordinates of the 
N points under O(n) symmetry. This procedure shows that all deformations belong to the 
n-dimensional degenerate irreducible representation to which the translations belong (El in E 2, 
P in E3). This means that it is not possible to discriminate deformations according to their 
symmetry class, a procedure which is very helpful in the local analysis of forms. Therefore, 
in the description of form spaces, the orthogonal (for symmetry considerations: orthonormal) 
coordinate sets have been chosen to represent particular forms with given symmetries. 
4.2. Form Spaces, Symmetry Spaces, and Their Symmetries 
In form spaces, the geometric loci of geometrically similar (equally shaped) forms have been 
termed isomorphic manifolds, those of forms with equal symmetry isosymmetric manifolds. A 
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form space F with inscribed isosymmetric manifolds defines the corresponding symmetry space S. 
Then, the symmetry G(F) of a form space includes all operations (acting on forms ~" or points r 
of F) transforming forms into congruent ones, whereas the symmetry G($) of a symmetry space 
embraces all operations for which the symmetries of the original and the transformed forms are 
equal. In all cases, one has G(F) C_ G(S). 
There exist four general symmetry operations of the form space F (explained for N points in 
a plane): 
(i) The first type of transformation are the translations Tx and Ty. They simply translate gp 
and therefore are ~*  line manifolds o that the subspaces Fx - (x l , . . . ,  XN) and Fy - 
(Yl , . . . ,  YN) of IF both have axial symmetry; F itself has a biaxial symmetry. 
(ii) The second transformation is the total homothety i (corresponding to the negative n- N- 
dimensional unity matrix) which converts a form ~ into its inverse ~- .  The type of 
transformation described by this matrix depends on the matrix order or space dimension 
(see footnoteS). 
(iii) The third transformation is the rotation of the form ~ within the x, y plane about arbitrary 
angles. In F and F*, it corresponds to a multiple infinitefold rotation (oo.oo... co). 
(iv) The fourth transformation is a permutation of the indices of the N points P1 .. • PN con- 
stituting each form. It has been shown that these permutations correspond to geometric 
transformations within the higher-dimensional form space IF or IF* since a permutation 
acting on a form space constitutes a continuous transformation. 
For two four-dimensional spaces, their symmetries have been investigated. For F* (N -- 3), 
the symmetry group 21/04 has been found to represent a subgroup of the full symmetry (it does 
not include the rotation of the forms). It is a dihexagonal group and thus matches the condition 
of being the subgroup of a biaxial group. For Fx (N = 4), the symmetry 25/04 has been found 
which is axial as required. 
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